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SINGLE KEYWAY SLOTTING PROCESS (F1) 

   

Multiple keyway with equal degree dividing slotting process (F2) 

   

Multiple keyway with irrequalar(random) degree indexing slotting 

process (F3) 
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Multiple different keyway width, degree keyways slotting function 

(F4) 
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單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 多個不同鍵槽 單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 

 
 

(@1)：1stpoint X       (@2)：1stpoint Y       (@3)：Key-width       
(@4)：Key-depth     (@5)：Roughfeed       (@6)：Depth + -      
(@7)：Cross        (@8)：T-Directi         (@9)：Toolwidth       
(@10)：offset         (@11)：width + -        (@12)：Finefeed      
(@13)：Finish-N        (@14)：Clearance       (@15)：Feed mode                                                                                                                               

 
單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 多個不同鍵槽 單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 

 
 
(@1)：1stpoint X      (@2)：1stpoint Y       (@3)：Key-width      
(@4)：Key-depth      (@5)：Roughfeed      (@6)：Depth + -      
(@7)：Cross          (@8)：T-Directi        (@9)：Toolwidth       
(@10)：offset         (@11)：Dividing       (@12)：Rotate mold       
(@13)：Width + -      (@14)：Finefeed       (@15)：Finish-N       
(@16)：Clearance      (@17)：Feed mode      (@18)：1st angle       
(@19)：End angle       

單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 多個不同鍵槽 單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 

 
 
(@1)：1stpoint X        (@2)：1stpoint Y         (@3)：Key-width      
(@4)：Key-depth       (@5)：Roughfeed        (@6)：Depth + -      
(@7)：Cross           (@8)：T-Directi          (@9)：Toolwidth       
(@10)：offset          (@11)：Dividing         (@12)：Rotate mold       
(@13)：Width + -       (@14)：Finefeed         (@15)：Finish-N       
(@16)：Clearance       (@17)：Feed mode      (@18)：Angle1         
(@19)：Angle2      (@20)：Angle3         (@21)：Angle4         
(@22)：Angle5       
 
 
(@55)：Angle38       (@56)：Angle39        (@57)：Angle40       

…
…

.. 

Single Nonindex Multiple Equal Multiple Irregular Single Finishcut Egual Finishcut Irregular Finishcut Different Keyways 

Single Nonindex Multiple Equal Multiple Irregular Single Finishcut Egual Finishcut Irregular Finishcut Different Keyways 

Single Nonindex Multiple Equal Multiple Irregular Single Finishcut Egual Finishcut Irregular Finishcut Different Keyways 
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單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 多個不同鍵槽 單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 

 
 

(@1)：Key1 Angle       (@2)：1stpoint X       (@3)：1stpoint Y        
(@4)：Key-width      (@5)：Key-depth      (@6)：Roughfeed        

(@7)：Depth + -      (@8)：Cross          (@9)：T-Directi          

(@10)：Toolwidth      (@11)：offset         (@12)：width + -         

(@13)：Finefeed      (@14)：Finish-N     (@15)：Clearance        

(@16)：Feed mode      (@17)：Dividing mode    (@18)：Rotate mode       

(@19)：Key2 Angle       (@20)：1stpoint X       (@21)：1stpoint Y        
(@22)：Key-width      (@23)：Key-depth      (@24)：Roughfeed        

(@25)：Depth + -      (@26)：Cross          (@27)：T-Directi          

(@28)：Toolwidth      (@29)：offset         (@30)：width + -         

(@31)：Finefeed      (@32)：Key3 Angle       (@33)：1stpoint X        

(@34)：1stpoint Y        (@35)：Key-width      (@36)：Key-depth       

(@37)：Roughfeed       (@38)：Depth + -      (@39)：Cross           

(@40)：T-Directi         (@50)：Toolwidth      (@51)：offset          

(@52)：width + -        (@53)：Finefeed      (@54)：Key4 Angle        

(@56)：1stpoint X       (@57)：1stpoint Y       (@58)：Key-width       

(@59)：Key-depth      (@60)：Roughfeed       (@61)：Depth + -       

(@62)：Cross          (@63)：T-Directi         (@64)：Toolwidth       

(@65)：offset         (@66)：width + -        (@67)：Finefeed       

(@68)：Key2 Angle       (@69)：1stpoint X       (@70)：1stpoint Y        
(@71)：Key-width      (@72)：Key-depth      (@73)：Roughfeed        

(@74)：Depth + -      (@75)：Cross          (@76)：T-Directi          

(@77)：Toolwidth      (@78)：offset         (@79)：width + -         

(@80)：Finefeed       

Single Nonindex Multiple Equal Multiple Irregular Single Finishcut Egual Finishcut Irregular Finishcut Different Keyways 
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單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 多個不同鍵槽 單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 

 
 

(@1)：1stpoint X       (@2)：1stpoint Y       (@3)：Key-width       
(@4)：Key-depth     (@5)：Roughfeed       (@6)：Depth + -      
(@7)：Cross        (@8)：T-Directi         (@9)：Toolwidth       
(@10)：offset         (@11)：width + -        (@12)：Finefeed      
(@13)：Finish-N        (@14)：Clearance       (@15)：Feed mode                                                    

 
單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 多個不同鍵槽 單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 

 
 
(@1)：1stpoint X      (@2)：1stpoint Y       (@3)：Key-width      
(@4)：Key-depth      (@5)：Roughfeed      (@6)：Depth + -      
(@7)：Cross          (@8)：T-Directi        (@9)：Toolwidth       
(@10)：offset         (@11)：Dividing       (@12)：Rotate mold       
(@13)：Width + -      (@14)：Finefeed       (@15)：Finish-N       
(@16)：Clearance      (@17)：Feed mode      

單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 多個不同鍵槽 單一鍵槽插削 多鍵槽等分割 多鍵槽不等分割 

 
 
(@1)：1stpoint X        (@2)：1stpoint Y         (@3)：Key-width      
(@4)：Key-depth       (@5)：Roughfeed        (@6)：Depth + -      
(@7)：Cross           (@8)：T-Directi          (@9)：Toolwidth       
(@10)：offset          (@11)：Dividing         (@12)：Rotate mold       
(@13)：Width + -       (@14)：Finefeed         (@15)：Finish-N       
(@16)：Clearance       (@17)：Feed mode      (@18)：Angle1         
(@19)：Angle2      (@20)：Angle3         (@21)：Angle4         
(@22)：Angle5       
 
 
(@55)：Angle38       (@56)：Angle39        (@57)：Angle40       

 

…
…

.. 

Single Nonindex Multiple Equal Multiple Irregular Single Finishcut Egual Finishcut Irregular Finishcut Different Keyways 

Single Nonindex Multiple Equal Multiple Irregular Single Finishcut Egual Finishcut Irregular Finishcut Different Keyways 

Single Nonindex Multiple Equal Multiple Irregular Single Finishcut Egual Finishcut Irregular Finishcut Different Keyways 
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Slotting Processing Step Diagram 
 

 
 

One cut processing 
Cutter width = Keyway width  

 

 
 

Small cutter make Big keyway 
Multiple cuts processing 

Keyway width > Cutter width 
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QUICK FINISHING PROCESSING STEIP DIAGRAM 

 
MODEL 1 : Only need to finish keyway depth 
Set finishing depth value at finishing depth +- 
Set finishing width +-  =>  0.000 

 
［MODEL 1］ 

MODEL 2: Only need to finishing keyway width 
Set finishing Depth +-  => 0.000 
Set finishing width value at finish width +- 

 
［MODEL 2］ 

MODEL 3 Need both finishing keyway depth and keyway width at same fime. 
Set finishing depth value at Finishing depth +- 
Set finishing width value at Finishing width +- 

 
［MODEL 3］ 

 

Only finish keyway depth 
set Finishing depth +-  
(For example set 
Finishing Depth 0.05mm) 

Only finish keyway width 
set Finishing width +-  
(For example set 
Finishing width 0.02mm) 

Finish keyway depth & 
width set keyway 
Finishing Depth +- 
Finishing width +- 
(For example set  
Finishing Depth 0.05mm 
Finishing width 0.02mm) 
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QUICK FINISHING FUNCTION 
While user to make big width keyway or big numbers splines, it’s almost need spend long time to 
finish one workpiece, after finish the workpiece slotting, user always need to check the keyway 
depth / width, if user need to add (compensate) the keyway depth or width a little value, Using 
standard slotting process will waste a lot time for middle cut air period, so machine builder design 
the quick finishing function to help user to quick finishing the kind workpiece. 
 
We designed 3 models, model 1 is only depth compensate, second model is only width compensate, 
model 3 is both depth & width compensate. 
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Following we teach user how to use the quick finishing function 
STEP 1: Press F3 dialog edit enter standard slotting processing function screen then double click   
►  key 

 

STEP 2: After enter finishing processing function screen, the controller ask you to confirm you 
“complete keyway slotting ”, please press F1 YES KEY. 
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STEP 3: In order to avoid user to use the function randomly cause crush accident! 
Controller will ask you to input password to double confirm, please enter 520(Password) to double 
confirm. 

 
STEP 4: Enter the finish function screen, then you can edit the finishing depth + -, Finishing width 
+- according to what you need. 
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STEP 5: Press F8 Program generate key to create finishing program then you can see the above 
screen, then you can press     cycle start to execute the quick finishing function.(Ps. If you can not 
make sure the processing is safe or not, you can pres   s   key to test run by MPG simulate)  
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THE START SLOTTING DIRECTION WHILE USE SMALLER CUTTER TO 
CUT BIGGER WIDTH KEYWAY. 

Description: While use smaller cutter to cut bigger width keyway, the control unit will cut 
separately the keyway automatically, the start cutting direction are as below, the direction are 
all at right side direction according to tool direction. 

 

 

 

 TOOL DIRECTION SET 1 TOOL DIRECTION SET 2 
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WHAT IS CROSS AND HOW TO SET THE CROSS VALUE. 

Description: 

1) The cross is just available while keyway width bigger then tool width situation, the cross 
mean the X overlap value while executing the keyway end surface finish process, the 
cross mean two cutter X axis overlap value for example tool width is 16mm, cross set 
10mm, it mean each time feed is 16 -10 mm = 6mm, if cross set 8 mm, the each stroke 
feed is 16 – 8 = 8 mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2) Usually the cross value can be set from Tool width/2 to (Tool width -1). 

3) The cross value bigger then feed will be smaller and end surface finishing will be better 
but waste time. 

4) The maximum cross value can not over tool width. 

5) If keyway width = Tool width, the cross value is no use, user no need to set the cross 
value. 

Tool width 
----------------   ~   (Tool width - 1) 

2 
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WHAT IS OFFSET AND HOW TO SET THE OFFSET VALUE 

Description:  

1) The offset is just available while keyway width is bigger than tool width situation, the 
offset mean the overlap X Value between two cutting process. 

2) Usually the offset value can be set from 0~0.5mm. 

3) If keyway width = tool width, the offset will be no use, user no need to set the offset 
value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(0~0.5 mm) 
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WHAT IS ROUGHFEED/ FINEFEED AND HOW TO SET THE VALUE 

Description:  

1) The roughfeed / finefeed was designed for smaller cutter cutting bigger keyway situation, 
while smaller cutter cut bigger keyway, the controller will feed at both right side and left 
side of keyway by finefeed setting value and feed the middle slotting process by 
roughfeed setting value. 

2) The roughtfeed is just available while keyway width bigger than tool width, if keyway 
width = keyway width, the rough feed will be no use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Usually the keyway left and right side surface need smooth, so the feed should be smaller 
(0.02 ~ 0.1 mm). The middle part are garbage (no use), so the middle part can use bigger 
value which call roughfeed (0.05~0.2mm) 
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WHAT IS CLEARANCE AND HOW TO SET THE CLEARANCE VALUE 

Description: 

1) The clearance mean the Y Distance between the Ram start running point and first 
slotting point, while start program running, the slotting cutter will move to the position 
(first point Y- Clearance) and Ram start running, then just rapidly move to first point for 
auto slotting process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) While execute multiple keyway slotting process, the slotting cutting will return back to 
clearance position after finished one keyway slotting process, then just index (rotate) the 
rotary table. 

3) Usually the clearance can be set at 0.1~2mm, if execute multiple keyway slotting, the 
clearance should set bigger value (at least 0.5mm) avoiding crash during rotating 
process. 
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How To EDIT PROGRAM BY Graphic Input 
(Conversation program edit) 

 
STEP1：Push             Key to enter Graphic Conversation program edit screen . 
 
STEP2：Select ”Single Nonindex” , ”Multiple Equal” ,”Multiple Irregular” for smaller width 

cutter to cut wider keyway . 
       Select “Single finishcut”,”Equal Finishcut”,”Irregular finishcut” while you just 

want to adjust finish cut the keyway width and depth. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Graphic Input 
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STEP3：Input every necessary data (Information) then push enter key to input into controller. 

Hereby we descript the each item data meaning as below. 
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1stpointX：First slotting point X axis 
1stpointY：First slotting point Y axis 
Key-width：Keyway width 
Key-Depth：Key-Depth(Distance from 1st point Y to endpoint) 
Rough feed：While use smaller width slotting cutter to cut wider keyway, User can set bigger 

feed value to cut out the inner part fast but except both side finish part. The 
Rough feed value range is from 0.1~0.2mm(0.005”~0.01”),Don’t use too big 
feed, or it will cause machine crush. 

 
Depth + -：After finish cut keyway, You can measure the keyway Depth, If there is any 

different size, You can use the “Depth + -“ to adjust the Depth to perfect 
accuracy. 
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Cross：After slotting cutter execute till final width position, The controller will go cross the 
keyway and surface to finish the keyway end surface. The cross mean the 
overlapping size between two cutters as above drawing.(Notice: the cross setting 
value prohibit over tool width, otherwise controller will be not able to create 
smoothly.) 

 
T-Direction：Tool Lip Direction 1、2、3、4 as attached drawing, Usually we suggest user to 

set the T-Direction at “1” to match our Mechanical auto Tool Backing off Device, 
It’s long life for machine. If user would like to make Taper keyway, You can Tilt 
the Ram Base and set the T-Direction at “2” or “4” , But please note that while you 
set T-direction at “2”,”3”,”4”, You must fix the slotting Bar clamping Base and 
Release the auto tool Backing off Device as below drawing show. 

 
Tool width：Slotting Tool(cutter)width. 
 
Offset：While use smaller width slotting cutter to cut bigger width keyway, The slotting 

cutter will cut the keyway from right side, step by step, The offset mean the 
overlapping size between each two cutting cycle. (See Attached drawing) 

 
Dividing：User cam set the dividing Number to the Dividing space, For example if user 

would like to make 6 keyways in the hole then you just need to set Dividing at 
6. 

 
Rotary Mold：There are 2 kind slotting Mold for user to select, If user set slot Mold at 0,The 

continue running during execute indexing, If use set Rotary mold at 1,Then 
controller will ask slotting Ram stop at top point waiting during execute 
indexing.(Note：If set slot mold at 0, Please set clearance value bigger and 
confirm there is not any device possible crush the slotting Bar during Ram and 
rotary Table run together.) 

 
Width + -：After finish test cut the keyway, You can measure the finished keyway, If there is 

any different size, You can use the width + - to adjust (+ or -) the width to get 
the best accuracy. 

 
Finefeed：While use smaller width slotting cutter to cut wider keyway, The keyway rightside 

and left side are important for accuracy, so Controller will use finefeed (Smaller 
feed )to get the best accuracy, Except Both side (right & left side), The other 
slotting cycle Controller will user Roughfeed to get faster cutting purpose. The 
fine feed value range is from 0.01~0.1mm(0.001”~0.005”),Don’t use too big 
feed, or it will cause machine crush. 
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Finish-N：Every time while cut till end of keyway Depth, You can set ”finish-N” 
(finish-Number) to ask controller to finish slotting without feeding, 
The ”Finish-N” Number mean without feeding slotting stroke Number. 

 
Clearance：While set first slotting point X,Y axis position In order to let first slotting stroke 

don’t touch workpiece immediately, You can set a little clearance to let first 
slotting point move at front of the clearance position. 

 
Feed mode：In order to help operator to cut the long stroke keyway or cut difficult processing 

material, Machine builder offer 2 kinds feed mode for operator selection. 
A) While you set feed mode at “0”, the control unit will feed one time per one 

stroke, for general purpose slotting process, you just set feed mode at 0 is ok. 
B) If you cut long stroke (length) keyway or the material is very hard and 

difficult to cut, you can set feed mode at 1, then control unit will feed one 
time per 2 (1+1=2) stroke, if you set feed mode at 2, the control unit will 
feed one time per 3 (H2) strokes. 

1st Angle：The first slotting angle, Note: the 0 degree set at Y-  

End angle：The finish slotting angle, Note: the 0 degree set at Y-  
STEP4：After finish input all items data (information), please double check again every 

items input value are correct or not, If Yes, then you can push “code 
generate ”function key at bottom to generate the slotting program automatically. 
(Note：while press code Generate key to generate program, please wait for 1 
Minute then just enter Monitor screen for ready program running. 
 

STEP5：Push     soft key to go back          screen then push         to enter 
Monitor screen. 

 
STEP6：Confirm the function key at □ auto position before run the program, If not at □ 

auto position, Please push □ auto function key. 
 
STEP7：Push      key then push     cyclestart button then you can use MPG to test the 

program step by step, while you turn the MPG slowly the program run slowly, 
while you stop turn MPG, program run, while you turn the MPG fast, The program 
run fast run fast, You can use the MPG program Test function to test and simulate 
the program running, If program have problem, You must go back conversation 
program edit screen to modify the data. If program execute result are right then you 
can turn off     key to let program run automatically (Continuously). 

 
STEP8：Push     cyclestop button to stop program execution, push     cyclestart to  

execute program again after change new workpiece. 

Monitor Monitor 
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